Identification of the requisite brain sites in the neuronal network subserving generalized clonic audiogenic seizures.
Comparative studies of neuronal networks that subserve convulsions in closely-related epilepsy models are revealing instructive data about the pathophysiological mechanisms that govern these networks. Studies of audiogenic seizures (AGS) in genetically epilepsy-prone rats (GEPRs) and related forms of AGS demonstrate important network similarities and differences. Two substrains of GEPRs exist, GEPR-9s, exhibiting tonic AGS, and GEPR-3s, exhibiting clonic AGS. The neuronal network for tonic AGS resides exclusively in brainstem nuclei, but forebrain sites, including the amygdala (AMG), are recruited after repetitive AGS induction. The neuronal network for clonic AGS remains to be investigated. The present study examined the neuronal network for clonic AGS in GEPR-3s by microinjecting a competitive NMDA receptor antagonist, D,L-2-amino-7-phosphonoheptanoic acid (AP7), into the central nucleus of inferior colliculus (ICc), deep layers of superior colliculus (DLSC), periaqueductal grey (PAG), or caudal pontine reticular formation (cPRF), which are implicated in tonic AGS networks. Microinjections into AMG and perirhinal cortex (PRh), which are not implicated in AGS, were also done. AGS in GEPR-3s were blocked reversibly after microinjections into ICc, DLSC, PAG or cPRF. However, AGS were also blocked by AP7 in AMG but not PRh. The sites in which AP7 blocks AGS are implicated as requisite components of the clonic AGS network, and these data support a critical role for NMDA receptors in clonic AGS modulation. The brainstem nuclei of the clonic AGS network are identical to those subserving tonic AGS. However, the requisite involvement of AMG in the clonic AGS network, which is not seen in tonic AGS, is surprising and suggests important mechanistic differences between clonic and tonic forms of AGS.